RECONSIDERATION OF VETOED BILLS

HB 488 Brody, D. Hall, Cotham and Riddell (Primary Sponsors)
CODE COUNCIL REORGANIZATION AND VARIOUS CODE AMENDMENTS. (Vetoed by Governor - 7/7/23) (Ratified Edition)

HB 574 Balkcom, Gillespie, Paré and K. Baker (Primary Sponsors)
FAIRNESS IN WOMEN'S SPORTS ACT. (Vetoed by Governor - 7/5/23) (Ratified Edition)

HB 618 Cotham, Moore, D. Hall and Willis (Primary Sponsors)
CHARTER SCHOOL REVIEW BOARD. (Vetoed by Governor - 7/7/23) (Ratified Edition)

HB 808 Blackwell, Pless, Fontenot and Torbett (Primary Sponsors)
GENDER TRANSITION/MINORS. (Vetoed by Governor - 7/5/23) (Ratified Edition)

Bills eligible to be filed in 2023 with no deadlines

(1) Redistricting bills for House, Senate, Congress, or local entities.
(2) Ratification of amendments to the Constitution of the United States.
(3) Resolutions pertaining to the internal affairs of the House or adjournment resolutions.
(4) Bills introduced on the report of the House Committees on Appropriations, Finance, or Rules.
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